Understanding and auditing ISO 9001’s clause 7.5.2

Identifying Special Processes

by Don Brecken

The language of ISO 9001:1994 included the term “special process” until it was superseded by the 2000 version of the standard. Today, ISO 9001:2008 clause 7.5.2 refers to special processes as “processes requiring validation.” Revision B of AS9100:2004 includes ISO 9001’s terms and requirements and brought the term “special process” back; it has survived its most recent revision process and remains unchanged in AS9100:2009 Rev C.

I still like the term “special process.” I think the term resonates with many auditors; therefore, processes requiring validation will also be called special processes. ISO 9001:2008, 7.5.2, Validation of processes for production and service provision, spells out the requirements for proving these processes.

Validation defined

Validation needs to be understood. Better understanding of ISO 9001’s requirements can often be achieved through review of guideline standards and other sources of information.

One such source for better understanding of these requirements is ISO 9000:2005 Quality management systems—Fundamentals and vocabulary. This source defines validation as a “confirmation, through the provision of objective evidence, that the requirements for a specific intended use or application have been fulfilled.” Validation means confirming, qualifying, or otherwise proving that a process is capable of producing intended results by providing objective evidence. The intended results are the resulting product or service.

Clause 7.5.2 requirements

ISO 9001:2008’s requirements for validation of processes reads: “The organization shall validate any processes for production and service provision where the resulting output cannot be verified by subsequent monitoring or measurement and, as a consequence, deficiencies become apparent only after the product is in use or the service has been delivered.

Validation shall demonstrate the ability of these processes to achieve planned results. The organization shall establish arrangements for these processes including, as applicable:

• Defined criteria for review and approval of the processes
• Approval of equipment and qualification of personnel
• Use of specific methods and procedures
• Requirements for records (see 4.2.4)
• Revalidation”

To understand the requirements of ISO 9001:2008 clause 7.5.2, it’s helpful to break it into three manageable parts. The first two parts are very straightforward compared to the third part, which is far more complex.

The first part of clause 7.5.2 indicates which processes must be validated: those special processes for which the output cannot be effectively verified nor will it become apparent until after the product or service is delivered to the customer. The second part of clause 7.5.2 simply states what the validation must demonstrate: the process’s ability to achieve planned results.

The third part covers the bulk of the clause’s requirements. It calls for the organization to establish arrangements for how the process is going to be validated: criteria and a process for approval, how equipment and personnel are qualified, what records are kept, what procedures are followed, and when a process is to be revalidated.

Process expertise

Experience is helpful when auditing clause 7.5.2—so much so that some industries require their auditors have
advanced expertise in the discipline they audit. I see this in the automotive industry, in which years of automotive experience is required before an auditor can audit for an automotive organization. It’s most obvious in the aerospace industry, in which there exists an industry-managed program for special processes called Nadcap (formerly called the National Aerospace and Defense Contractors Accreditation Program, or NADCAP). Nadcap auditors are required to be experts in the particular processes they audit.

Advanced expertise may be necessary in some cases; however, skilled quality auditors should be able to navigate their way through most audit situations where ISO 9001:2008’s clause 7.5.2 applies.

Know one when you see one

Auditors must be able to recognize a special process when they see one. Generally, if you cannot look at the output of a process (the resulting product or service) and know whether it conforms to specifications, the process is likely a special process that requires validation.

Some typical special processes found in manufacturing include welding, painting, plating, and heat treating. Some not-so-obvious special processes may include mold making and wire crimping. Examples of service-related special processes include training services, hotel check-in and check-out, dental work, cleaning services, computer help desk, and many food services, to name a few. These are all products and services for which deficiencies become apparent only after delivery to the customer.

Be objective and expect compliance

What must we look for as auditors? Auditors must look for compliance to requirements. If you cannot look at a finished product or service and tell whether it meets required specifications, then you must look at the process.

Take a paint process, for instance. The resulting output—painted parts—cannot be completely verified by subsequent inspection. Some characteristics of a painted surface, such as color, gloss, dry film thickness, and the absence of visual paint defects, can be immediately detected at the end of the paint process. However, nobody can look at a painted surface and see that it satisfies the corrosion resistance and adhesive qualities specified for painted surfaces. Paint defects related to poor paint adhesion and corrosion resistance become apparent only after the product is in use. Only after the product has been in use will we know if the painted surface will chip or rust.

That said, waiting until the product is in use by the customer to know whether it conforms to required specifications doesn’t make sense. To know for sure, you must subject the painted surface to a barrage of environmental tests that are time consuming, costly, and destructive. For these reasons, it’s imperative that an organization with a paint process proves that the process is capable of producing product that meets required specifications for the painted surface.

Tip for auditors

The organization, having had to establish arrangements for validation of its special processes, should be able to produce evidence that demonstrates its processes’ ability to achieve planned results. In other words, there should be records. These records should be collected by the auditor as objective evidence that a process was validated.

When the auditor has this record in hand, he or she can compare the validation records to the current process parameters. An auditor should expect to find special processes operating to the conditions under which the process was qualified. In our paint shop example, if the paint process was validated while the paint conveyor was operating at 20 feet per minute, for instance, then 20 feet per minute is the speed the auditor should expect to find when observing the process.

Revalidation

Special processes must be revalidated when changes are made which affect those processes’ parameters for product or service quality. If the auditor finds the paint shop conveyor in the above example operating at 23 feet per minute, ask to see where the process was revalidated at the new line speed.
The skilled auditor can query the owner of any particular process about continuous improvement while auditing special processes and learn much. A paint supervisor once told me about the many ways his organization improved since my last visit. He told me how he lowered the oven temperatures by 20 degrees, increased the paint conveyor speed by two feet per minute, and that he now purchases more cost-effective pretreatment chemicals from a new supplier. He told me of the many thousands of dollars saved annually from these improvements.

He was excited about sharing these achievements until I asked if he revalidated the process after making the changes. He admitted he had not. My next question was how he knew this “new” paint process was producing product to required specifications. Fortunately for him and his organization, when the process was finally revalidated the painted product did meet specifications, which avoided the organization having to spend many more thousands of dollars to field test and possibly recall the product.

Conclusion
As previously mentioned, skilled quality auditors should be able to navigate through most audit situations where ISO 9001:2008’s clause 7.5.2 applies. A skilled auditor should understand how critical it is for organizations to validate processes for production or service provision where the resulting output cannot be verified by subsequent inspection. The auditor must be objective, expect compliance, and be on the lookout for those pesky processes that require validation: special processes.
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